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FOREWORD
This report is based upon a thesis presented by Robert M. Elkin
to the M.I.T. electrical engineering department in partial fulfillment of
the requirements for the degree of Bachetor of Science in Electrical
Engineering. Only minor changes in his original manuscript have been
made.
The job of evaluating an interactive-computer approach to display-
ads layout was undertaken with several objectives in mind. We wanted to
gain experience in the use of a computerized layout system in true
operational environments; we wished to test the soundness of the approaches
taken in the design of the layout system and to note any deficiencies
and shortcomings that should be corrected; we wanted to determine any
productivity gains that might be possible through use of interactive-
computer layout (they turned out to be substantial); and we needed to
know if we have a satisfactory approach to newspaper structuring and
display-ads layout upon which we can build a news-layout-module, thus
achieving a complete dummy through use of an interactive computer.
Some progress has been made in interactive-computer layout of
the news, a much more complex problem than ads layout. Development of
automatic news-layout procedures is the next step among several that
must be taken in order to reach the important goal of complete newspaper





An interactive, computer-assisted system for laying out display
advertising in a newspaper has been used to lay out two newspapers. A
layout of an issue of the Boston Globe was simulated in the laboratory
and an advertising dummy of an issue of the Worcester Telegram was pro-
duced at the newspaper's office, in real-time and in parallel with their
manual layout operation. The system, in each case, successfully
positioned almost all the ads automatically in 20 minutes or less, com-
pared with the minimum of three man-hours required manually. Areas for
possible modification of the system are outlined which will enhance the
effectiveness of future systems of its kind and help tailor them to
particular newspaper production environments.
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The experimental Display Ads Layout System developed
at the Electronic Systems Laboratory employs an on-line interactive
computer system for makeup and layout of display advertising in a
newspaper. Currently implemented on M.I.T.'s M4ULTICS (Multiplexed
Information and Computing Service) time-shared, general-purpose
computer facility, the system first creates the structure of the
newspaper and then locates each display ad on a page according to a
set of prescribed rules and policies. The resulting ads dummy is
then displayed on a cathode-ray-tube terminal where i.t can be edited.
An important feature of the system is its interactive capability
whereby a user continuously monitors the decisions of the computer
and is able to modify policies or results at various stages during
the makeup and layout process in order to meet any new situations
that may arise.
Prior work at the Electronic Systems Laboratory by Parker (1)
and Kan (6) designed and implemented an experimental system for dis-
play ads layout. Initial testing demonstrated the ability of the
algorithms to assign ads to pages for a limited 28-page test newspaper.
Layout of display advertising represents only one part of
the larger process of pagination in which advertising, editorial
copy and graphics are input, edited, and electronically formatted
to produce full pages ready for output on a suitable device. This
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total computer-assisted pagination approach leads to greater produc-
tivity, efficiency, flexibility, and tighter management control over
the process of manufacturing a newspaper.
In this experiment, we analyze the effectiveness of the
Display Ads Layout System by testing it in a real newspaper environ-
ment. Efforts were made to get a quantitative and qualitative evalua-
tion of its applicability under actual operating conditions. Materials
and data were supplied by the Boston Globe and Worcester Telegram.
In general, the areas of study included:
1. The defining of makeup and layout policies.
2. The laying out of issues of the two newspapers.
3. A comparison of results with an actual issue previously
laid out manually by newspaper personnel.
4. Recommendations for modifications or extensions of the
system based on the experimental results.
The first step involved a simulation of an issue of the Boston
Globe. Makeup and layout policies were first derived from an analysis
of past issues. A Tuesday issue of the morning edition was selected
for the purposes of the experiment. Issues for several Tuesdays were
laid out to fine-tune the policies. A computer listing of advertising
was then obtained from the Globe for the January 8, 1974 issue. A lay-
out was produced and a pasted-up dummy was submitted to the Globe
layout staff for evaluation.
The second step in the overall experiment involved bringing
a cathode-ray-tube terminal to the offices of the Worcester Telegram
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on Thursday, March 7, 1974, and running the ads-layout system in the
M.I.T. computer in parallel with their manual layout operation for
the next day's morning edition of the newspaper. The makeup and layout
policies were derived earlier from a set of written guidelines used
by the Telegram's staff and from discussions with the layout
supervisor. The computer-generated advertising dummy was later
evaluated by the layout supervisor of the Telegram.
Prior to the actual start of the experiment, some upgrading
of the original system software was required. The capacities of the
data bases had to be increased to accommodate a regular newspaper,
and several programming deficiencies had to be corrected. In addition,
several new editing programs were written to facilitate the system
operation.
CHAPTER 2
OVERVIEW OF THE DISPLAY-ADS LAYOUT SYSTEM
This section presents a brief description of the goals and
design of the experimental Display-Ads Layout System. A more detailed
discussion of the actual system specifications and algorithms can be
found in the technical report by Kan (6).
SYSTEM GOALS
The principal objective of any advertising layout system is
to place all the ads in their scheduled newspaper issues. A system
should strive to minimize the size of the issue while at the same time
meeting the news-hole requirements of the editorial departments.
Advertiser satisfaction should be maximized by trying to fulfill their
advertising placement requests. In addition, the system should produce
a "quality", or aesthetically pleasing layout by conforming to a
particular layout style or policy of the newspaper.
There have been a few efforts to automate the advertising lay-
out process. One approach simply uses a cathode-ray-tube terminal as
a scratch pad for manually laying out advertising. This approach only
replaces paper and pencil with an electronic device. Several newspapers
are using a batch-processed computer system whereby the computer lays
out all ads in a single pass without human assistance (see Jaffe (2)).
This implementation is limited in its flexibility because the lack
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of human-computer interaction removes much of the element of user control
over layout. One consequence is a greater number of ads that have to
be manually positioned than when using an on-line interactive system.
Another is the likelihood of a long turn-around time.
The interactive Display-Ads Layout System employed here gives
the user full control over the layout process. The newspaper can select
from a number of alternative styles or mechanisms in defining an initial
set of policies and rules which will guide the system in producing
an advertising dummy. The user continuously monitors the progress of
the layout, and through interactions with the system, modifies or
overrides these policies to insure that the previously outlined
objectives are met. Since part of the process of layout is subjective,
the user is asked to review the decisions of the computer and to
choose between alternate, but equally acceptable, ways of structuring
the ads dummy and positioning the ads.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Conceptually, the organization of the Display-Ads Layout System
can be viewed in two ways. First, the system is composed of a set of
makeup and layout policies which are separate from the computer
algorithms which operate on the basis of the policies. These policies
influence the structure and style of the newspaper. The separation of
policies from the algorithms allows a newspaper to choose different
policies for different editions without need for reprogramming.
Secondly, the process of laying out display advertising is
divided into two phases. During makeup, the structure of the news-
paper is determined by calculation of the edition and department sizes
and then production of a makeup dummy which shows the order in which
departments appear in the sections and the available news holes.
The layout phase then assigns the ads to pages.
As shown in Fig. 1, the system consists of five elements:
display-ads data file, makeup policy, layout policy, makeup process,
and layout process.
The display-ads data file stores all the information about
the ads scheduled to run in an issue. It contains the dimensions of
the ads and a department assignment or run-of-paper (ROP) designation.
Each ad can also be classified by type (for system recognition of
competitive advertising), designated as a coupon or color ad, and/or
preset to a particular relative page location and position within its
department. This information would normally be entered when the ad
arrived at the newspaper, and could be edited if the ad's specifica-
tions changed.
The makeup policy provides the guidelines to the system for
structuring the newspaper issue. It tells the system the number of
sections and departments in the issue and what strategy is to be used
in determining the total edition and individual department sizes (fixed
department size, fixed news hole, fixed news/ads ratio, or fixed
news/ads ratio with an upper or lower limit for the news-hole size).
__ sla V
Makeup Display-Ads Layout
Policy Data File Policy
Makeup Layout
Process Process
Fig. 1 Block Diagram of the Display-Ads Layout System
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This policy indicates how to assign and then sequence the departments
within the sections and whether or not the department must start on
an even or odd numbered page. In addition, it allows space to be
reserved within a particular department strictly for news copy
(non-ads area) or for a particular feature such as a TV schedule
(fixed item).
The guidelines for page-layout style and ads distribution
within a department appear in the layout policy. In determining the
policy rules for each department, a newspaper can select from a number
of different single- or double-page layout styles such as right- or
left-hand pyramid. The page order in which ads are placed on pages
is controlled by the ads-distribution type (heavy-front, central-peak,
or heavy-end). The policy also specifies whether buried ads are per-
mitted in a department and allows the setting of a maximum percentage
of ads that can be assigned to a particular page.
Once the makeup and layout policies have been defined and
the ads entered into the display-ads data file, a newspaper can begin
advertising layout by initiating the makeup phase to determine the
structure of the issue. As shown in Fig. 2, the size of the depart-
ments and the whole issue are calculated first and displayed to the
user on his cathode-ray-tube terminal. He has the option of accepting
the results or modifying the department sizes. The system then assigns
departments to sections. Since the positioning rules in the makeup
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Fig. 2 Major Steps in the Makeup Process.
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more than one feasible department assignment package may be produced.
In this case, the user is asked to indicate his preference. Processing
continues with a check to see if the odd-even starting page restric-
tions of each department can be met with the selected package, and
then the operator is asked to make his final selection. Run-of-paper
(ROP) ads are then assigned to those departments which accept them.
Finally, the finished makeup dummy is displayed and can be further
revised.
The makeup dummy and layout policy serve as inputs to the
layout phase which assigns each display ad to a specific page and
positions it on the page according to the prescribed style. The user
is given the option of laying out the whole edition, an individual
department, or specific pages within a department. The basic algorithm
(see Fig. 3) first allows the designation of more non-ads areas and
the presetting of additional display ads. Ads are then sorted by
width and by height, and preset ads and fixed items are pre-assigned
to pages. Tall ads (heights of at least 5/6 of the page height) are
placed first, then large ads (areas of at least 1/4 of the total page
area), and finally the remaining left-over ads, according to a
specific algorithm. In the process of actually trying to locate an
ad on a specific page, tests are made for a conflict of ad "type"
to avoid placing competitive advertising on the same or facing pages,
and for overlap of the perimeters of coupon ads. At the completion of
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Fig. 3 Major Steps in the Layout Process for a Department.
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under the specified layout policy and allows the operator to manually
edit the resulting ads dummy.
It is possible that as the operator edits the ads dummy, he
will find a need to change the structure of the issue in order to
place all the ads. The speed of the automated system gives him the
flexibility to experiment with different structures and layouts before
selecting the final ads dummy.
CHAPTER 3
LAYOUT OF AN ISSUE OF THE BOSTON GLOBE
In this chapter, the simulation of the advertising layout
of an issue of the Boston Globe is described, including the results
of the subsequent evaluation of the computer-generated ads dummy by
the Globe's advertising layout supervisor. Using the Display-Ads Layout
System, we were able to produce what the Globe considered to be an
acceptable ads dummy in 15 minutes. A minimum of three hours is nor-
mally required to produce the dummy manually by their current layout
staff.
DERIVATION OF MAKEUP AND LAYOUT POLICIES
The experiment began with the derivation of a set of makeup
and layout policies for the Globe. The Tuesday morning edition was
selected since it usually contains-an average mix of news and adver-
tising. Policies were initially determined through an analysis of
several past issues of the Tuesday version of the newspaper and they
were further fine-tuned during a series of practice layouts.
The final makeup policy derived for the Tuesday edition is
listed in Appendix A. The Globe is a full-size newspaper with page
dimensions of 8 columns by 300 agate lines. It was found to consist
of ten departments: News, Editorial, Sports, Living (Women's), Arts,
Finance, Classified (advertising), Obituaries, Comics, and Radio-TV.
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Department size is determined either absolutely (e.g. Editorial depart-
ment is two pages) or by using a target minimum news-hole size. The
newspaper aims to have a total of 150 to 160 columns of news in any
weekday morning issue. Ads are prohibited from the first three pages
of the News department, the two pages of the Editorial department,
and the first pages of Living and Sports. Three types of competitive
advertising were also identified: bank, air (airline), and gas (gaso-
line companies); these were specified as part of the makeup policy.
The current system requires that the number of sections in
an edition must be specified as part of the makeup policy. Since the
Tuesday morning edition is rarely larger than 56 pages, a two-section
structure was defined. However, should the edition size exceed 56 pages,
press requirements at the Globe would dictate using four sections
and consequently, a different makeup policy would be needed.
The Globe uses a fairly consistent layout policy (see Appendix A)
for all its departments. Where possible, a double-right half-pyramid
layout style is used, and buried ads are allowed only in the Arts
department which contains many small ads (see Fig. 4). To accommodate
stock market tables in the Finance department, a maximum ads occupancy
was specified for its first three pages, though this later proved not
to be consistent with actual Globe policy. An ads-distribution method
of heavy-front was generally used since the Globe tends to place
larger ads in the front pages of the departments. A top margin of
15 lines was also chosen as the minimum amount of news space required
-20-
















(b) Single Half-Pyramid Layout Style(with buried ads)
Fig. 4 Sample Page Layout Styles.
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at the top of a page if advertising did not extend for a full column
depth.
As with many newspapers, several large advertisers are given
priority placement for their ads. The current system lacks an auto-
matic mechanism for handling this and therefore- it is necessary to
preset these ads. In the case of the Globe, the priority ads (Filene's,
Jordan Marsh, Gilchrists, etc.) were placed in a specified order,
beginning with page 4, the first available page in the News department.
Once these policies were derived and tested, a listing of
ads for the January 8, 1974 issue was secured from the Globe. These
ads were entered into the computer. A final ads dummy was then created
using the Display Ads Layout System in 15 minutes.
To show how the results would appear in a completed newspaper,
the actual ads were extracted from that day's issue and were pasted
in the computer-assigned positions. The news hole was then filled
in manually with news clippings and the paste-ups were photo-reduced.
A copy of the results was submitted to the Globe's advertising layout
supervisor for review and comparison with the actual issue. Copies
of selected pages from the paste-up ads dummy are presented at the
end of this chapter. They illustrate the influence of the makeup and
layout policies on the final ads dummy.
ANALYSIS OF THE COMPUTER-GENERATED LAYOUT
The evaluation of the ads layout by the Globe and a comparison
with the actual issue which had been manually laid out indicates
that the Display-Ads Layout System can produce an acceptable layout
of the Globe with a significant time savings over manual procedures.
As stated before, it took 15 minutes using the computer, compared
to at least 3 man-hours manually. Almost all of the ads were placed
automatically and most of the manual editing that was done resulted
from program bugs in the existing implementation on the M.I.T. computer.
Few faults were found with the computer-generated layout and all of
these could be traced to minor differences between the actual Globe
policies and the makeup and layout policies which were used. These
differences would have been very difficult to discern without a prior
meeting with the layout staff of the Globe. Examples include the
method of giving priority placement to large advertisers and the
restriction of advertising from the top half of the first page of the
Financial department.
Both the computer-generated layout and the actual issue
consisted of 44 pages. The section sizes and page breaks were different
because, unknown to us originally, the Globe prefers using section
sizes which are multiples of four pages to optimize press usage. In
addition, the number of sections currently is determined not only by
the total number of pages in the issue, but also by the current inven-
tory of newsprint (rolls and half-rolls). The latter policy was recently
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introduced as a factor in the section number decision due to the news-
print shortage. Both the Globe's system and ours require the layout
person to determine the number of sections manually. The actual issue
contained two sections of 20 and 24 pages, compared to two sections
of 22 pages each in the computer-generated dummy. However, the
Display-Ads Layout System did give us the option of selecting a 20/24
or 24/20 makeup dummy structure by providing a choice of department
assignment packages during the makeup phase. We arbitrarily chose
the 22/22 option.
As expected, some department sizes were different (see Fig. 5).
The initial news-hole sizes used in the makeup policy varied a bit
from the target figures supplied by the Globe after the experiment.
Implementation restrictions in the current computer layout system
required all ROP ads to be assigned to the News department. However,
the Globe, like many newspapers, will sometimes selectively place
ROP ads in other departments to arrive at the target news holes. Our
system does not allow splitting of pages between two departments,
though this is-a frequent practice of the Globe. Consequently,
there would be a tendency towards larger initial department sizes
and news-holes. To compensate, ROP ads would have to be assigned
selectively to some departments to decrease the news-holes to their
target values. Further affecting the department sizes was an 11-column
"Learning" ad which was preset on two facing pages in the News department
though it appeared in the Living department in the actual issue.
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Boston Globe
Issue of Tuesday, January 8, 1974.
News-Holes Number of Pages
(in columns)
Department 1 Makeup2 Computer3 Actual Computer
Name Target Policy Dummy Issue Dummy
News 50 -60 64 14 184
Editorial 16 16 16 2 2
Sports 27 19 21 4 3
Living 15 12 13 5 3
Arts 8 3 8 2 2
Finance 28 24 24 5 4
Obituaries 3· 0 0 2 2
Comics 8 8 8 1 1
Radio-TV 5 6 5 1 1
Classified 0 0 0 8 8
Totals 160 col. 148 col. 159 col. 44 pgs. 44 pgs.
1 From data supplied by the Boston Globe after the end of the
experiment.
From the makeup policy derived from an analysis of past issues.
From the final computer-generated layout.
An 11-column, 300 line ad preset in the News department in the
computer layout actually appeared in the Living department in the
published issue. This accounts for two of the four page difference
between actual and computer results.
Fig. 5 Comparison of Actual vs. Computer-Generated News-Holes and
Department Sizes for the Boston Globe.
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It was discovered afterwards that roughly a full page of
advertising was omitted from the computer layout because these ads
were not included on the computer ad listing provided by the Globe.
Apparently, these ads had not been released by the advertisers at
the time the printout was generated and the Globe's advertising
staff later contacted these advertisers by telephone to confirm the
space reservations.
The final news hole of the computer layout fell within the
current 150-160 column requirement of the Globe. Note that the
Obituary department was assigned a fixed size of 16 columns in the
makeup policy which was to include both "news" and advertising. Normal
Globe policy calls for 3 columns of news in that department. Also,
the makeup policy assumed an 8-page Classified advertising department,
the same size as in the actual issue.
The layout program was able to place 90 of the 92 ads without
manual intervention. A "bank" advertisement could not be initially
placed in the News department because the computer system is designed
to prevent the assignment of competitive advertising to the same or
facing pages. In this particular issue, there were too many "bank"
ads in relation to the number of available pages in the department.
Consequently, the rule had to be overridden and the ad placed manually.
An alternate solution would have been to reassign the advertisement
to a different department. The other unplaced ad could not be initially
placed in the Living department because of a possible violation of
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the specified strong pyramid-right layout style. It was assigned to
page 18 of the computer-generated ads dummy and the entire page was
relaid out manually.
Thirteen ads were preset prior to layout. Eight in News and
two in Arts were placed to reflect priority ad placement. Three in
Living were preset since they were sold to appear on the same page
as the Globe's "Confidential Chat" news feature. However, a program
bug which required all preset ads to be preassigned to absolute
locations instead of just to a particular page with no location specified,
resulted in two pages (pages 7 and 18) being manually edited to
conform to layout styles.
The Finance department was the only place where substantial
manual revision was required, and also the department which varied
the most from the actual Globe layout style. Ads were moved within
the department to allow the fitting of the stock-market tables in
the paste-up dummy. In addition, it was not known prior to the experi-
ment that the Globe reserves the top half of the first page of this
department for news copy and that the New York Stock Exchange tab'les
are always located on the first two facing pages following the front
page of the department. This could be easily handled by the Display-
Ads Layout System by modifying the makeup policy. The top half of
the first page could be defined as a non-ads area. To accommodate
the stock market tables, ads could also be prohibited from the second
and third pages of the department. If these pages initially do not
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face, the page orderof the department can be changed at the time
the operator reviews and edits the ads dummy.
There were four additional instances in the News and Radio-TV
departments where one-column ads were moved to allow the fitting
of news copy. This can be considered acceptable editing of the ads
dummy for the purpose of optimizing the shapes of the remaining
news-holes prior to news layout.
Several examples of display-ads layout achieved in this part
of the experiment are presented on the next several pages. In addition,
each example is accompanied by a short description of what features
of the automated system were used to create the particular page layout.
The entire newspaper is shown in Appendix C as it would appear
had it been laid out through use of the Display-Ads makeup system.
It should be borne in mind that the Display-Ads system only structures
the paper and creates a display-ads dummy. To gain the effect of a com-
pleted newspaper we have manually pasted up the display ads and filled
in the news holes.
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Page 1.
This is the first page of the Tuesday, January 8, 1974 issue
of the Boston Globe. The news copy was lifted from the actual issue.
To keep this page free of ads in the computer-generated ads dummy,
the first page of the News department was classified as a non-ads
area.
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Page 6.
Page six of the issue contained one preset ad (Filene's Base-
ment, 5 columns by 300 lines) which had been given priority placement.
In addition, the system also placed the 3-column by 60-line bank ad
using the right-pyramid layout style.
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Page 13.
On page 13 of the News department, the system first placed the
Charlestown Savings Bank ad (also a coupon ad) in the lower right
corner of the page. It then stacked two ads above it, and finally
placed the H.R. Block ad in the lower left corner of the page to
complete the right pyramid style.
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This page is the second page of the Living department. Three
ads (Able Rug Cleaners, The Body Shoppe, and Pedi-Mac Shoe Co.) were
sold to appear on the same page as the "Confidential Chat" news
feature and consequently were preset on this page. In addition, the
right-pyramid layout style had to be manually overridden for this
page in order to position all the ads within the Living department.
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Page 26.
This is the first page of the Financial department. The layout
policy called for a maximum ads occupancy of 60 per cent for this
page. This page differs from Globe policy, because the newspaper requires
the top half of the page to be free of ads. This can easily be
accommodated in the Display Ads Layout System by declaring a non-ads
area for the first page of the Financial department whose dimensions
is 8 columns by 150 lines and whose lower left corner is located at
page coordinates column 0, line 150.
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Page 31.
Because of the large number of small ads in the Arts department,
the ads on this page tended to be concentrated in the right-most columns.
This was found to be acceptable by the Boston Globe, though the
personal preference of one of the layout staff members would be to
move some of the ads to the lower left side of the page. If necessary,
the layout can be changed by manually repositioning the ads after
the computer-generated layout has been completed.
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Page 43.
This is the only page in the Radio-TV department. The Radio-TV
schedule was defined as a fixed-item of 3 columns by 300 lines and
located at page location column 0, line 0. The three one-column ads
found at the bottom of columns 4 and 5 were originally located above
the Channel-4 ad in column 8, but were manually moved to optimize
the shape of the news hole on this page. This type of editing is
typical of the standard kinds of ads-dummy modifications that might
be done after the computer finishes automatically positioning the
ads.
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Page 44.
Page 44 is the last page of the second section, As defined
in the makeup policy, it is part of the News department.
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CHAPTER 4
LAYOUT AT THE OFFICES OF THE WORCESTER TELEGRAM
Once an issue of the Boston Globe was successfully laid out in
the Laboratory, the next step was to use the experimental Display
Ads Layout System to lay out an issue of the Worcester Telegram in
real-time and in parallel with their manual layout operation. A satis-
factory ads dummy was produced at the Telegram in 20 minutes, discounting
delays due to computer problems, compared to the three to five man-
hours normally required by the layout staff. This time comparison
is on the basis that all ads data had been inserted into the computer
in the case of the Display Ads Layout System, and that the layout staff
had a list of ads available for its use in the case of manual layout.
As in the earlier part of the project, this phase began with the
derivation of a set of makeup and layout policies. The Friday layout
version of the newspaper was chosen in consultation with the Telegram
to minimize any possible interference with their operations. They
supplied us with an internal memorandum specifying news-hole require-
ments and other practices concerning the structure of their newspaper.
Their policies were derived from the memorandum, a review of several
past issues, and conversations with the layout supervisor. A test layout




The makeup policy used for the Friday edition is found in
Appendix B. Page dimensions of 8 columns by 300 lines are specified
as part of this policy.
Folio lines* in the Telegram only extend partially across the
top of inside pages and therefore the actual column heights differ
slightly from 300 lines depending on whether the folio line is located
on the right or left side of the page. The current ads layout system,
however, assumes that folio lines run clear across the top of a newspaper
page and therefore, the makeup policy asks for a single column height
dimension for the newspaper.
Eleven departments are defined in the makeup policy: News, Editorial,
Women's, Local, Arts (amusement), Comics, TV, Obituary, Sports, Finance,
and Classified (advertising). Department sizes are either a fixed number
of pages or based on a fixed news-hole requirement. The Telegram aims
for approximately 120 columns of news in an issue.
Ads are prohibited from the first page of the News and Editorial
departments. The first page of the Arts department contains a 3-column,
196-line non-ads area reserved for a weekly "Things to Do" news feature
and the first (and only) page of the TV department contains a 4-column,
250-line non-ads area for the daily Radio-TV schedule.
The first three pages of the second section are designated as
the Local department. Local news for the different zoned editions of
* A folio line is a line in small type found usually at the top of inside
pages containing the page number, date, and name of the newspaper.
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the Telegram appears on the first two pages of this department. An
additional page for general news is added to insure that the next
department begins on an even-numbered page.
The display-ads layout policy of the Telegram (see appendix B)
is very similar to that of the Globe. All departments use a double-right
half-pyramid layout style. Buried ads are only allowed in the Arts and
Obituary departments. An ads-distribution method of "heavy-front" and
a top margin of 15 lines is also specified for all departments. The
layout policy allows a maximum of 5 columns of ads on the second page
of the News department, 4 columns on the second page of the Editorial
department, and 3 columns on the second page of the Local department.
After the policies were finalized and entered into the computer,
a cathode-ray-tube terminal was brought to the offices of the Telegram,
and on Thursday, March 7, 1974, the Display Ads Layout System was run
in parallel with their manual layout operation for the following morning's
issue of the newspaper,
The connection to the M.I,T. computer was made via the ARPA network,
a digital communications network developed for the Advanced Research
Projects Agency of the Defense Department which links dozens of computers
nationwide. The link from Worcester to the network terminal in Cambridge
was over a standard voice-grade telephone line with an acoustic coupler
at the terminal in Worcester to convert between digital and audio signals.
The ARPA network route was used because it permitted a 300 baud communi-
cations rate rather than a maximum of 150 baud available by direct
connection of the acoustic coupler to the M.I.T computer interface.
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During the test, we were supplied with exactly the same infor-
mation as the person manually laying out the issue for the Telegram.
Ads were entered on the computer early Thursday morning in about
45 minutes. The information was taken from a copy of the original
unsorted listing of ads used internally by the Telegram staff.
We were informed immediately when late ads arrived and were also
supplied with the size of the Classified advertising department
(six pages).
The actual computer layout process did not begin until after
12 noon. The M.I.T. computer was out-of-service for over two hours
that morning because of internal system problems. By the time we began
our layout, the Telegram had already finalized its edition size.
However, once the computer became available, we needed approxi-
mately 20 minutes at the terminal to produce an advertising dummy
using the Display Ads Layout System, after all the ads had been entered
into the computer. In actual computer time, a total of 20 seconds of
Central Processor Unit time was required. The Telegram's layout person
took about four hours including the time spent the previous afternoon
manually sorting the ads by size and department. (The Display Ads
Layout System does this automatically.)
The computer-generated advertising dummy was later submitted
to the advertising layout supervisor of the Telegram for an evaluation
and comparison with the actual issue.
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ANALYSIS OF COMPUTER-GENERATED RESULTS
An analysis of the computer-generated ads dummy indicated that
an acceptable advertising layout was produced by the Display Ads Layout
System while operating within the newspaper environment of the Worcester
Telegram. The speed of the computer system demonstrated the potential
for a substantial savings of time. The system positioned all but six of
the ads automatically and only a small amount of manual editing of
the automatically generated ads dummy was required. The only changes
the Telegram would make essentially involved switching facing pages
at two places in the ads dummy.
The final size of both the actual newspaper and the computer-
generated dummy was 36 pages. The Telegram initially planned to use
only 34 pages. However, a 6-column, full depth U.S. Postal Service
ad was received very late and a decision was made to add an additional
two pages in order to accommodate the customer. It was felt that the
large ad could not be placed in the smaller size edition and still
meet the news-hole requirements.
Given the Telegram's decision to use a 36-page edition and our
delays due to computer problems at M.I.T., we also decided to go with
the same size edition, though the computer system indicated that a
34-page dummy was feasible. Subsequent experimentation at M.I.T.
produced the 34-page dummy which appeared to satisfy the Telegram's
stated news-hole requirements.
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Fig. 6 compares the news-holes and numbers of pages of each
department in the 36- and 34-page computer-generated dummies and the
actual issue. The only major difference appears in the number of pages
in the Arts departments. The Telegram apparently placed the ads assigned
to the Arts department on three pages, but used only the first two
for arts-related news copy. General news filled the third page.
The single entry for the News department in Fig. 6 combines
the data for both the News and Local departments because the Telegram
does not differentiate between the two departments when positioning
ads. Ads which require placement on the "general news" pages, or are
designated ROP, can appear in either department. However, the computer
system requires a separate Local department as part of the makeup
policy because it requires all the pages in a department to be contiguous
and appear in the same section. (There is one exception; the last
page in each section can be assigned to the News department.)
The layout program placed 89 out of 95 ads automatically without
manual intervention. A program bug required the manual location of
two ads in the TV department. If the program had been operating as
intended, these two ads would have been placed automatically. In
addition, four ads originally assigned to the News department could
not be positioned. One was subsequently reassigned to the Editorial
department and the remaining three were manually positioned on the
second and third pages of the Local department.
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Worcester Telegram
Issue of Friday, March 8, 1974.
Final News-Holes Number of Pages
(in columns)
Department 1 Computer Dummy2 Computer Dummy
Name Target 36-page 34-page Actual 36-page 34-page
News3 40 48 32 15 14 12
Editorial 12 13 12 2 2 2
Womens 8 8 8 2 2 2
Arts 5 11 11 2 3 3
Comics 8 8 8 1 1 1
TV 5 5 5 1 1 1
Obituary 7 8 8 1 1 1
Sports 18 23 23 4 4 4
Finance 16 15 15 2 2 2
Classified 0 0 0 6 6 6
Totals 119 col. 139 col. 122 col. 36 pgs. 36 pgs. 34 pgs.
1from figures supplied by the Worcester Telegram and used in the
makeup policy.
2from final makeup dummies.
The entry for News incorporates data for both the News and Local
departments which appear as separate departments in the makeup
policy.
Fig. 6 Comparison of Actual vs. Computer-Generated News-Holes and
Department Sizes for the Worcester Telegram.
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A total of five ads were preset prior to layout as follows:
A double truck* ad, internally represented as two separate ads, was
preassigned to pages 4 and 5 of the News department; a color ad was
located on the last page of the first section; and a full page auto-
mobile ad was given priority placement on the back page. In addition,
a 4-column "Twist" cigarette ad, which appears in every issue and is
located above the Radio-TV schedule in the TV department, was preset
to that position.
The only modifications to the computer-generated ads dummy
suggested by the Telegram's advertising layout supervisor called
for changing the order of several pages. He suggested swapping two
facing pages so that the largest of the ads would appear on the right-
hand page. Also, the order of the Comics department which normally
follows the TV department had been inadvertently reversed in the
makeup policy specification. Finally, the computer-generated dummy
faced a page containing Arts ads with the Obituary department. This
apparently violates Telegram policy, but can easily be corrected
by changing the ordering of some of the departments without changing
the layout of the ads on the pages.
The comparison times previously quoted for computer and manual
layout need further elaboration. As indicated already, layout resulted
* A double truck is an advertisement on the center spread, made up as
a single two-page unit, and sometimes using space customarily in the
gutter.
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in times of 20 minutes for the computerized approach versus three
to five man-hours for the manual approach.
Inputting of ads is part of the overall process and must be
considered in a comparison of the two approaches. We required 45
minutes to enter the ads into the computer. A comparable amount of
time is also required by many newspapers that enter ads data into
their computer (e.g. the Boston Globe) and subsequently produce a
computer-generated ads listing for their manual layout process.
In addition, the posting time between manual posting (as in the
case of the Worcester Telegram) and computer entry is not signifi-
cantly different, particularly if the ads can be entered as received
using an on-line terminal. The additional data required for computer
entry (e.g. "type") requires very little extra time to input. The
computer entry of ads, furthermore, fits in with the benefits of
computer-oriented systems such as billing or management reporting.
Consequently, we conclude that differences in posting times under
all these systems are very insignificant when compared to the differences
in the times between the computer and manual processes necessary to
structure the issue and position the ads on pages.*
*Mr. Robert Achorn, Vice-President and Editor of the Worcester Telegram
and Gazette, and his staff have been most helpful with their in-depth
analysis and evaluation of these results. Since publication of Mr. Elkin's
thesis, they have brought to our attention that the computer-generated
layout of the Telegram omitted five ads that were included in the printed
edition and included two others that failed to get into the newspaper.
These discrepancies were due primarily to inputting errors, and in our
opinion, do not affect results. A subsequent analysis of the computer-
generated layout indicated that the omitted ads could have been placed
without violating news-hole requirements.
CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS
The practicality of interactive computer-assisted layout of
newspaper display advertising has been shown through experiments
with the Boston Globe and the Worcester Telegram. This chapter reviews
the results and explores ways to enhance the effectiveness of the
experimental Display Ads Layout System in a real newspaper environment.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The most important outcome of this project is the demonstra-
tion of the ability of the present Display Ads Layout-System to pro-
duce a satisfactory advertising layout while operating within an
actual newspaper environment.
The short amount of time required to produce an advertising
dummy indicates the potential for increased productivity and flexi-
bility through the use of an interactive computer-assisted approach
to layout. It has been demonstrated that only 15 or 20 minutes are
needed to lay out the advertising in an average size newspaper
containing 100 ads. This includes the time necessary to review and
manually edit the computer-generated ads dummy. This time can be
compared to the three to five man-hours currently required to do
the job manually. Furthermore, the incremental increase in time for
the layout system to process an additional 100 ads depends only
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on the extra time necessary to review and edit any additional pages
in the ads dummy.
The reduction in layout time has economic implications beyond
the savings in manpower. As noted by the layout supervisor of the
Worcester Telegram, closing deadlines for the acceptance of advertising
orders could be substantially extended. In addition, it was demonstrated
that the rapid response of the system could prevent the necessity
of increasing the number of pages in an issue in order to accommodate
the late insertion of a large ad. The two pages that could have been
saved in laying out the Telegram represents a significant economic
benefit.
Errors arising from misplacement of ads or leaving them out
entirely are minimized, if not completely eliminated, since the
Display Ads Layout System keeps track of the status of the ads and
reminds the user which ads have not yet been positioned in the dummy.
By comparison, manual checking is tedious and time consuming and
more subject to errors.
FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS
The current implementation of the Display Ads Layout System
is experimental in nature. Its purpose is to identify policies and
procedures which would be required in a successful layout system
of its kind operating in a newspaper environment. Not all features
incorporated in the experimental design would be needed by all
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newspapers. Also, the testing of the system within a newspaper environ-
ment has pointed out areas for possible improvement.
This section outlines some possible modfications and additions
which should increase the attractiveness of the system by increasing
the efficiency of the interactive layout process and reducing the
amount of required manual editing. Some of the recommended changes
improve the original design. Others deal with special situations
which are applicable to specific newspapers and which either are not
general enough to incorporate in the algorithm or policy specifications,
or can currently be handled by manual editing of the ads dummy.
The following recommendations represent changes to the original
design of Parker (1) and Kan (6) and should be applicable to most
newspapers.
1. Run-of-Paper Ads
The principal shortcoming of the current design is its treat-
ment of run-of-paper (ROP) ads. In the original design, an ad designated
ROP can appear in any department in an edition. Typically, since no
ads appear in some departments such as "Editorial", one is Siven the
option of specifying in the makeup policy that a department can reject
ROP ads.
In actuality, ROP ads are normally sold for the general news
department, although they are assigned to other departments as a means
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of manipulating news-hole sizes. Ads moved to other departments are
usually selected individually, based on their content or message (i.e. a
bank ad might be moved to the Financial department). However, almost
all of the ads found in the News department are considered by newspapers
to be ROP.
The experimental layout system should be redesigned to reflect
the above capability. This will require modifications in the makeup
algorithm. The calculation of edition and department sizes should be
changed to assume that all ROP ads initially belong to the News depart-
ment. Fractional department sizes should be rounded-up to the'nearest
integral page if the fraction is greater or equal to 0.25, instead of
the present 0.5. This improves the probability that minimum news-hole
requirements will be met. The size of the News department can then
be increased or decreased so that the sum of the department sizes
equals the edition size previously calculated from the total number
of columns of ads, news, and fixed items.
In the existing system, ROP ads are assigned to departments
in the makeup phase, just after a department assignment package is
selected. The present module which automatically assigns the ads
should be replaced by one which gives the user a choice of assignment
methods. He should be able to:
(a) Assign all ROP ads to the News department, or
(b) Individually assign ROP ads to other departments, or
(c) Have the system automatically assign ROP ads to departments
which accept them. Then the ads could fill any available
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space which resulted from the round-off of department size
and is not reserved for news, fixed items, or ads originally
assigned to the department. To guide the automatic assign-
ment process, an additional code might be entered during
input of an ROP ad into the Display Ads data file in order
to indicate a second choice for department assignment.
The decisions of the system in any of the above three options
are subject to the approval of the operator. All remaining unassigned
ROP ads are then assigned to the News department.
2. Fulfilling Advertisement Placement Requests.
As stated before, a goal of any layout system should be to
satisfy advertisement placement requests. The following changes are
designed to improve the experimental system's efficiency in this area.
a. "Odd" or "Even" Page Placement Attribute. Advertisers regularly
request right-hand placement for their ads because they believe these
pages gain more attention from readers. Many newspapers try to honor
these requests, especially those from large advertisers. The only mecha-
nism currently provided is the ability to preset ads to specific page
locations within a department. In most cases, the information on whether
the department starts on an even or odd numbered page is not available
when the ad is normally input to the data base (before the makeup phase).
Given the relatively large number of right-hand page requests, it is awk-
ward and time-consuming to have to preset these ads manually during layout.
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It is recommended that an optional "o" (odd) or "e" (even)
parameter be added to the information stored for each ad in the
Display Ads data file. The layout algorithm can be modified so that it
attempts to satisfy the odd-even requirement first, when it tries to
assign the ad to a page. If the constraint cannot be satisfied, the
system automatically overrides it and tries to place the ad again.
Since tall and large ads are positioned first, they will most likely
achieve their odd-even preference. Ads lacking the "o" or "e" parameter
will still be processed as before.
b. Priority Placement of Ads. Each newspaper has its own method
of determining the order in which ads are placed in the newspaper.
Some newspapers give priority placement to the advertiser with the
most amount of advertising in each issue. Others base the decision
on the total amount of advertising contracted for each year, or offer
priority to traditional advertisers. The current layout system design
may be inadequate for newspapers in that the order of placement is
based on the size of the ads, the tallest ad being placed first.
Since the method of giving priority is fairly well defined for each
newspaper, it can be easily programmed into the computer system.
A further extension arises from the fact that the last page
in each section (break page) is usually considered a preferred spot
by advertisers. The system should provide a means of specifying break
,page placement for ads, perhaps as a "b" (back) attribute similar
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to the "el' or "o" described in (a). In addition, a new method for
determining the page sequence of layouts can be added to the layout
policy as an alternate ads distribution type. The system would first
place ads on the last page of each section starting with the first
section, and then proceed in ascending page number order in the rest
of the department. In general, this procedure would usually be used
only with the News department and would require at least one of the
section back pages to be assigned to the department.
3. Improving the User Interface
A key design goal of the Display Ads Layout System is its
interactive feature, namely, the ability of the operator to guide
and work with the computer in making certain subjective decisions.
The current implementation is awkward to use because these facilities
are limited.
An important element in the effectiveness and acceptance of
any interactive computer system is the flexibility of its command
language and editing capabilities. The user should be given considerable
freedom in his manipulation of the data bases, and the system should
always remember the context in which a command is issued.
a. Data Base Structure. The current implementation of the data
bases (ads and policy files) is quite primitive. To modify any of them,
an operator must exit from the makeup or layout modules and call the
appropriate data base editor. The makeup and layout processes must then
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restart from scratch. A further problem is the implementation require-
ment of the existing system that all manipulations or editing be done
on the original files. For example, the layout module will permanently
store the location of an ad in the Display-Ads data file once an assign-
ment has been made. In some situations, a user might want to manipu-
late the makeup dummy and try several different structures and layouts.
This currently is not possible to do unless the user has specifically
saved a copy of the files prior to the start of both makeup and
layout.
An operational system should provide copies of the data base
files, with the original files modified or written into only by explicit
command. The user should be allowed to experiment with different
versions of the ads makeup dummy and the system should be given the
task of keeping track of the various copies and related data files.
b. Computer-Operator Interaction. Increased interaction between
the operator and the system should be incorporated in any redesign.
The ability to modify computer-generated results and override policies
at most stages during makeup and layout should be included in any
new system. This capability is only partially implemented in the existing
implementation and should be extended to all parts of the system.
In the makeup phase, the operator should be given the option
of manually inputting his own department assignment package and be able
to insert pages assigned to the News department in the makeup dummy
to fulfill department odd-even starting page restrictions. If necessary,
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he should also have the option of cancelling the restriction.
During layout, policy constraints sometimes prevent all of
the ads in a department from being placed. If an ad cannot be assigned
to a location, the system should indicate which policy is being violated.
The operator should then be able to instruct the system to temporarily
override or modify any policy parameter and try to place the ad again.
The operator, if he wishes, should also have the option of assigning
the ad to another department at this point.
c. Hardware Requirements. The attractiveness and usefulness
of this system can be further increased by the availability of better
hardware. The current configuration consists of an ARDS cathode-ray-
tube display terminal with a keyboard input. Editing is relatively
slow and awkward because storage tube technology requires a rewriting
of the complete page after each modification. A more user-oriented
design might add a graphics input device, such as a light pen, but
would require a refreshed display terminal at a higher price. Some
type of hard-copy device is also needed to eliminate the significant
amount of time that is currently required to copy the ads dummy from
the screen onto paper. Note that these hardware requirements are well
within the state of the art and the devices are commercially available.
4. The Problem of Too Many Coupon Ads.
The current test for coupon ad overlap is inadequate for those
newspaper editions which contain a large number of coupon ads, since
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only the outer perimeters of coupons ads which might be placed on
back-to-back pages are checked for overlap. On some days, for example,
when food and supermarket advertising is heavy, layout personnel are
required to check the actual physical location of the coupon(s) within
the ads in order to place these ads.
One possible way to account for the physical location of the
coupons is to optionally include this information in the Display Ads
data file. Associated with each coupon or row (column) of coupons in
an ad can be stored (1) "x" distance from the lower left-hand corner
of the ad, (2) "y" distance from the lower left-hand corner of the
ad, (3) width, and (4) height of the coupon area. This information
can be input either at the time the ad is entered into the data file,
or during layout when it becomes obvious that there will be too many
coupon overlap conflicts.
Alternatively, a newspaper might turn off the coupon test and
manually check for coupon overlap and edit the layout accordingly.
Or, the coupon ads could all be preset prior to layout of the department.
5. Improving the Layout Algorithm.
The third part of the current layout algorithm assigns "left-over"
ads to pages after the "tall" and "large" ads have been placed. There
are three steps in this part of the algorithm: (1) For each page,
try to place lone or two ads that will fit exactly above the tall or
large ad already on the page, (2) On each page, try to place an unposi-
tioned ad (repeat this step twice), and (3) Assign the remaining
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unpositioned ads by trying to place as many as possible on each page,
starting with the first page in the page layout sequence.
Step 3, above, can cause the uneven concentration of many small
ads on the first page specified in the page layout sequence. This
will occur if there are many small ads assigned to a department rela-
tive to the number of pages, and if buried ads are permitted by the
layout policy (e.g. see page 31 of the Arts department of the Boston
Globe in the sample pages found in Chapter 3).
To optimize the even distribution of ads, step 3 should be
eliminated and step 2 repeated until all of the ads are placed.
6. Management Reports.
There is a need for a summary report of the layout results
showing pages, department assignments, and the page locations of all
preset, tall and large ads. This type of report, currently used by
the Boston Globe, would allow management to review the proposed final
makeup structure and edition size. It would also be useful to the
advertising manager for verifying that his important ad placement
requests were fulfilled.
Billing and tearsheet information could also be easily generated
from the Display-Ads Layout System either as a printed report, or
in some form such as magnetic tape suitable for direct input into
a separate bookkeeping computer system.
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These next proposed additions will be useful for certain
newspapers, but would not necessarily be needed in most cases.
1. Categories.
There are instances where a newspaper would like to reserve a
page or group of pages within a department for a particular feature,
and tie certain ads to it (e.g. the "Confidential Chat" column of the
Boston Globe, or the movie page in the Arts department of the Worcester
Telegram). At the same time, however, other ads assigned to the department
could also be placed on these pages, if space is available. This is
directly the reverse of the "type" parameter restriction which does
not allow competitive advertising, defined to be the same type, to be
placed on the same or facing pages.
The original design specifications allowed the user to divide
some departments further into categories, assuming the categories
were defined as part of the makeup policy. This feature was intended
primarily for news layout purposes, but was never implemented on the
system executed on the M.I.T. computer. Currently, a department can'
be included within another department, but the ads assigned to the
outer department cannot be placed in the inner one. Ads also can be
preset to pages, but in most cases, the page location of a news feature
is not known until the layout phase.
To facilitate the linking of particular news features to ads,
or grouping ads together on the same page or pages within a depart-
ment, the category feature can be fully implemented. The descriptive
parameters for designating category pages would be similar to those
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required for departments. Position would be specified relative to the
first or last page of the department. One could also request that
the category begin on an even or odd numbered page. The sum of the
sizes for all the categories defined within a department must always
be smaller than the minimum possible size of the department.
Categories would not affect the makeup phase. Edition and
department sizes would still be calculated from the data associated
with each department. The first step in the layout process, however,
would be modified to preset any ads associated with a category to
their-page locations. The layout would then proceed normally.
One further option is to allow the operator to manually input
the starting page number for each category at the start of the
layout for each department.
2. Algorithmic Placement of Color Ads.
The newspaper can specify as part of the makeup policy, infor-
mation about his press installation so that the system will automatically
determine which pages could possibly accept color ads and also
coordinate the location of the different colors.
3. Use of Inches for Line-Height Measurement of Ads.
The current system allows the newspaper to specify as part
of the makeup policy the dimensions of its pages. However, the sizes
used must be in terms of integral units. Some newspapers use inches
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instead of agate lines. Consequently, in these cases, the system must
be modified to accept fractional measurements.
4. Splitting Pages Between Departments.
Some newspapers might prefer this feature over reassigning
ROP ads to meet target news-hole requirements.
5. Automatic Determination of the Number of Sections.
Instead of requiring the number of sections to be determined
manually, the system can be programmed to select the number of sections
according to the size of the issue or any other relevant criteria.
APPENDIX A
MAKEUP AND LAYOUT POLICY OF THE BOSTON GLOBE
TUESDAY MORNING EDITION
I. M4AKEUP POLICY
Page dimensions: 8 columns x 300 lines
Section: 1
section name -a
maximum number of pages -28
minimum number of pages -10
page multiple of four restriction -no
last page belong to news department -yes
Section: 2
section name -b
maximum number of pages -28
minimum number of pages -10
page multiple of four restriction -no
last page belong to news department -yes
Department: 1
department name -news
department name aboreviation -nws
sections(depts) it may be located in -a
relative location in section(s) -fir 1
strategy for determining department size
fixed news size
number of fixed columns -60




fir 1 8 columns by 300 lines coordinates (0,0)
fir 2 8 columns by 300 lines coordinates (0,0)





department name abbreviation -edt
sections(depts) it may be located in -a
relative location in section(s) -la 1
strategy for determining department size
fixed department size
number of fixed pages -2




fir 1 8 columns by 300 lines coordinates (0,0)
fir 2 8 columns by 300 lines coordinates (0,0)
Department: 3
department name -sports
department name abbreviation -spt
sections(depts) it may be located in -b
relative location in section(s) -fir 1
strategy for determining department size
fixed news size
number of fixed columns -19




fir 1 8 columns by 300 lines coordinates (0,0)
Department: -4
department name .-living
department name abbreviation -lvg
sections(depts) it may be located in -a b
relative location in section(s)
strategy for determining department size
fixed news size
number of fixed columns -12





fir 1 8 columns by 300 lines coordinates (0,0)
Department: 5
department name -arts
department name abbreviation -art
sections(depts) it may be located in -a b
relative location in section(s)
strategy for determining department size
fixed news size
number of fixed columns -3






department name abbreviation -fnc
sections(depts) it may be located in -a b
relative location in section(s)
strategy for determining department size
fixed news size
number of fixed columns -24






department name abbreviation -cls
sections(depts) it may be located in -b
relative location in section(s)
strategy for determining department size
fixed department size
number of fixed pages -8







department name abbreviation -obt
sections(depts) it may be located in -b
relative location in section(s)
next department link -classified
strategy for determining department size
fixed department size
number of fixed pages -2






department name abbreviaiont -cmc
sections(depts) it may be located in -b
relative location in section(s) -la 2
next department link -radio-tv
strategy for determining department size
fixed department size
number of fixed pages -1




fir 1 8 columns by 300 lines coordinates (0,0)
Department: 10
department name -radio-tv
department name abbreviation -tv
sections(depts) it may be located in -b
relative location in section(s) -la 1
strategy for determining department size
fixed department size
number of fixed pages -1
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department can start on odd page number
categories: -0
fixed items: -1
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APPENDIX B
MAKEUP AND LAYOUT POLICY OF THE WORCESTER TELEGRAM
FRIDAY EDITION
I. MAKEUP POLICY
Page dimensions: 8 columns by 300 lines
Section: 1
section name -a
maximum number of pages -24
minimum number of pages -12
page multiple of four restriction -no
last page belong to news department -yes
Section: 2
section name -b
maximum number of pages -24
minimum number of pages -12
page multiple of four restriction -no




department name abbreviation 
-nws
sections(depts) it may be located in -a
relative location in section(s) -fir 1
next department link 
-editorial
strategy for determining department size
fixed news size
number of fixed columns -31










department name abbreviation -edt
sections(depts) it may be located in -a
relative location in section(s)
strategy for determining department size
fixed department size
number of fixed pages -2




fir 1 8 columns by 300 lines coordinates (0,0)
Department: 3
department name -womens
department name abbreviation -wmn
sections(depts) it may be located in -a
relative location in section(s)
strategy for determining department size
fixed news size
number of fixed columns -8






department name abbreviation -lcl
sections(depts) it may be located in -b
relative location in section(s) -fir 1
strategy for determining department size
fixed department size
number of fixed pages -3








department name abbreviation -art
sections(depts) it may be located in -a b
relative location in section(s)
strategy for determining department size
fixed news size
number of fixed columns -5




fir 1 3 columns by 196 lines coordinates (0,0)
Department: 6
department name -comics
department name abbreviation -cmc
sections(depts) it may be located in -a b
relative location in section(s)
next department link -tv
strategy for determining department size
fixed department size
number of fixed pages -1




fir 1 8 columns by 300 lines coordinates (0,0)
Department: 7
department name -tv
department name abbreviation -tv
sections(depts) it may be located in -a b
relative location in section(s)
strategy for determining department size
fixed department size
number of fixed pages -1





fir 1 4 columns by 250 lines coordinates (0,0)
Department: 8
department name -obituary
department name abbreviation -obt
sections(depts) it may be located in -a b
relative location in section(s)
strategy for determining department size
fixed news size
number of fixed columns -7






department name abbreviation -spt
sections(depts) it may be located in -b
relative location in section(s)
strategy for determining department size
fixed news size
number of fixed columns -18






department name abbreviation -fnc
sections(depts) it may be located in -a b
relative location in section(s)
strategy for determining department size
fixed news size
number of fixed columns -16
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department name abbreviation -cls
sections(depts) it may be located in -b
relative location in section(s) -la 1
strategy for determining department size
fixed department size
number of fixed pages -6
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APPENDIX C
THE GLOBE AS LAID OUT BY THE DISPLAY-ADS LAYOUT SYSTEM
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C~1 "rtbl~yIf you call Eastern Airlines or your travel agent today, we'll try
to reserve a seat for the exact date and time you request. If that's not
possible, and you gove us at least 48 hours notice, we can confirm a
Ap,)i/8th seat for you leaving within a 24-hour period before or after the time
o999r you want to go.
60M.660 00060We can give you this assurance for any date between now and
February 12. From here to the sunshine of Miami/Ft. Lauderdale.
756-1523 in Worester or talk to your travel agen, and don' worr
a · C l l · We'll get you there.
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